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1783: in 1704 it contained 161 temporal Lords and twenty-six
spiritual Lords: the Union with Scotland added sixteen
peers, and in 1719 the House had 220 members.    In 1780
§ 3. Part™- there were still only 224 Lords.1   George  III, however,
Represmla.   created 388 new titles, of which 128 were new creations
iion'	and 140 of which were made while Pitt  was in office.2
JfhL?dsSe The Union with Ireland added twenty-eight peers, an
archbishop, and three bishops to the House, and after
1791 Catholic peers were allowed to take their seats. An
attendance of seventy members was frequent in the reign
of Anne and big debates were often attended by as many
loses ground as 130.3 But throughout the century the Lords were
Commons, losing ground to the Commons. They had lost the right of
initiating or altering Money Bills: in 1747 a Bill for the
abolition of heritable jurisdictions in Scotland was trans-
ferred to the Commons on the ground that since compensa-
tion was to be given to the owners of these jurisdictions the
Bill was a Money Bill; and in 1801 the Commons refused
to entertain a Bill, begun by the Lords, to free certain
persons from the payment of rates and poor relief levies.
The House of Lords had begun to become the " hospital
of invalids," as Pulteney called it.4 In the reign of Anne
there were several conflicts between the two Houses, notably
regarding the Occasional Conformity Bills, the Case of the
Aylesbury Men and the Treaty of Utrecht: but after Anne's
death there was little altercation. Nevertheless, though
the Lords had become the less important House, they still
held the majority of the chief posts, for few Commoners won
their way into the Cabinets of the eighteenth century: they
had a large measure of control over the Commons, which
was composed largely of members or dependents of noble
families: and they had a firm grip upon the local government
of the country.
*n ^xe ^ouse °^ Commons there were 513 members,
twenty-four   representing   Wales   and   489   representing
1	Turberville, House of Lords in Eighteenth Century, pp. 4-5.
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3	Turberville, op. cit., pp. 5-6.
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